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Abstract—One promising way to improve the accuracy of fault
localization based on statistical debugging is to increase diversity
among test cases in the underlying test suite. In many practical
situations, adding test cases is not a cost-free option because test
oracles are developed manually or running test cases is expensive.
Hence, we require to have test suites that are both diverse and
small to improve debugging. In this paper, we focus on improving
fault localization of Simulink models by generating test cases.
We identify three test objectives that aim to increase test suite
diversity. We use these objectives in a search-based algorithm to
generate diversified but small test suites. To further minimize test
suite sizes, we develop a prediction model to stop test generation
when adding test cases is unlikely to improve fault localization.
We evaluate our approach using three industrial subjects. Our
results show (1) the three selected test objectives are able to
significantly improve the accuracy of fault localization for small
test suite sizes, and (2) our prediction model is able to maintain
almost the same fault localization accuracy while reducing the
average number of newly generated test cases by more than half.
Index Terms—Fault localization, Simulink models, search-
based testing, test suite diversity, and supervised learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
The embedded software industry increasingly relies on
model-based development methods to develop software com-
ponents [1]. These components are largely developed in the
Matlab/Simulink language [2]. An important reason for in-
creasing adoption of Simulink in embedded domain is that
Simulink models are executable and facilitate model testing
or simulation, (i.e., design time testing based on system mod-
els) [3], [4]. To be able to identify early design errors through
Simulink model testing, engineers require effective debugging
and fault localization strategies for Simulink models.
Statistical debugging is a lightweight and well-studied de-
bugging technique [5]–[12]. Statistical debugging localizes
faults by ranking program elements based on their suspicious-
ness scores. These scores capture faultiness likelihood for each
element and are computed based on statistical formulas applied
to sequences of executed program elements (i.e., spectra)
obtained from testing. Developers use such ranked program
elements to localize faults in their code.
In our previous work [13], we extended statistical debug-
ging to Simulink models and evaluated the effectiveness of
statistical debugging to localize faults in Simulink models.
Our approach builds on a combination of statistical debugging
and dynamic slicing of Simulink models. We showed that the
accuracy of our approach, when applied to Simulink models
from the automotive industry, is comparable to the accuracy of
statistical debugging applied to source code [13]. We further
extended our approach to handle fault localization for Simulink
models with multiple faults [14].
Since statistical debugging is essentially heuristic, despite
various research advancements, it still remains largely unpre-
dictable [15]. In practice, it is likely that several elements have
the same suspiciousness score as that of the faulty, and hence,
be assigned the same rank. Engineers will then need to inspect
all the elements in the same rank group to identify the faulty
element. Given the way statistical debugging works, if every
test case in the test suite used for debugging executes either
both or neither of a pair of elements, then those elements will
have the same suspiciousness scores (i.e., they will be put
in the same rank group). One promising strategy to improve
precision of statistical debugging is to use an existing ranking
to generate additional test cases that help refine the ranking
by reducing the size of rank groups in the ranking [15]–[18].
In situations where test oracles are developed manually
or when running test cases is expensive, adding test cases
is not a zero-cost activity. Therefore, an important question,
which is less studied in the literature, is how we can refine
statistical rankings by generating a small number of additional
test cases? In this paper, we aim to answer this question for
fault localization of Simulink models. While our approach
is not particularly tied to any modeling or programming
language, we apply our work to Simulink since, in some
domains (e.g., automotive), it is expensive to execute Simulink
models and to characterize their expected behaviour [4], [19].
This is because Simulink models include computationally
expensive physical models [20], and their outputs are complex
continuous signals [19]. We identify three alternative test
objectives that aim to generate test cases exercising diverse
parts of the underlying code and adapt these objectives to
Simulink models [15], [16], [21]. We use these objectives
to develop a search-based test generation algorithm, which
builds on the whole test suite generation algorithm [22], to
extend an existing test suite with a small number of test cases.
Given the heuristic nature of statistical debugging, adding test
cases may not necessarily improve fault localization accuracy.
Hence, we use the following two-step strategy to stop test
generation when it is unlikely to be worthwhile: First, we
identify Simulink super blocks through static analysis of
Simulink models. Given a Simulink model M , a super block
is a set B of blocks of M such that, for any test case tc,
tc executes either all or none of the blocks in B. That is,
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Fig. 1: A Simulink model example where pRatio is faulty.
there is no test case that executes a subset (and not all) of the
blocks in a super block. Statistical debugging, by definition,
always ranks the blocks inside a super block together in the
same rank group. Thus, when elements in a rank group are all
from a super block, the rank group cannot be further refined
through statistical debugging, and hence, test generation is not
beneficial. Second, we develop a prediction model based on
supervised learning techniques, specifically decision trees [23]
using historical data obtained from previous applications of
statistical debugging. Our prediction model effectively learns
rules that relate improvements in fault localization accuracies
to changes in statistical rankings obtained before and after
adding test cases. Having these rules and having a pair of
statistical rankings from before and after adding some test
cases, we can predict whether test generation should be
stopped or continued. Our Contributions include:
- We develop a search-based testing technique for Simulink
models that uses the existing alternative test objectives [15],
[16], [21] to generate small and diverse test suites that can
help improve fault localization accuracy.
- We develop a strategy to stop test generation when
test generation is unlikely to improve fault localization. Our
strategy builds on static analysis of Simulink models and
prediction models built based on supervised learning.
- We have evaluated our approach using three industrial
subjects. Our experiments show that: (i) The three alternative
test objectives are equally capable of improving the accuracy
of fault localization for Simulink models and with small
test suite sizes, and they are able to produce an accuracy
improvement that is statistically higher than the improvement
obtained by random test generation (baseline). (ii) Our strategy
based on static analysis and supervised learning is able to
stop generating test cases that are not beneficial for fault
localization. In particular, on average, by generating only 11
test cases, we are able to obtain an accuracy improvement
close to that obtained by 25 test cases when our strategy to
stop test generation is not used.
II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
In this section, we provide some background and fix our
formal notation. Figure 1 shows an example of a Simulink
model. This model takes five input signals and produces
two output signals. It contains 21 Simulink (atomic) blocks.
Simulink blocks are connected via lines that indicate data
TABLE I: Test execution slices and ranking results for
Simulink model in Figure 1. * denotes the faulty block.
Block Name t1 t2 t3 t4 Score Rank(Min-Max)pOut TOut pOut TOut pOut TOut pOut TOut
SC Active X X X X 0 -
FlapIsClosed X X X X 0 -
FlapPosThreshold X X X X 0 -
LimitP X X 0 -
Seg X X 0 -
adjPress X X 0 -
Lookup X X 0 -
DecrPress X 0 -
pCons X 0 -
PressRatioSpd X 0 -
IncrPress NaN -
pGain NaN -
pRatio* X X X X 0.7 1-9
pLookup X X X X 0.7 1-9
pComp X X X X 0.7 1-9
pAdjust X X X X 0.7 1-9
CalcT X X X X 0.7 1-9
Tscaler X X X X 0.7 1-9
IncrT X X X X 0.7 1-9
T C2K X X X X 0.7 1-9
0 C X X X X 0.7 1-9
Pass(P)/Fail(F) P F P P P P P P
flow connections. Formally, a Simulink model is a tuple
(Nodes,Links, Inputs,Outputs) where Nodes is a set of
Simulink blocks, Links ⊆ (Nodes × Nodes) is a set of links
between the blocks, Inputs is a set of input ports and Outputs
is a set of output ports.
In our previous work [13], we have shown how statistical
debugging can be extended and adapted to Simulink mod-
els. Statistical debugging utilizes an abstraction of program
behavior, also known as spectra, (e.g., sequences of executed
statements) obtained from testing. Since Simulink models have
multiple outputs, we relate each individual Simulink model
spectrum to a test case and an output. We refer to each
Simulink model spectrum as a test execution slice. A test
execution slice is a set of (atomic) blocks that were executed
by a test case to generate each output [13].
Let TS be a test suite. Given each test case tc ∈ TS and
each output o ∈ Outputs , we refer to the set of Simulink
blocks executed by tc to compute o as a test execution slice
and denote it by testc,o. Formally, we define testc,o as follows.
testc,o = {n | n ∈ static slice(o) ∧ tc executes n for o}
where static slice(o) ⊆ Nodes is the static backward slice of
output o and is equal to the set of all nodes in Nodes that can
reach output o via data or control dependencies. We denote the
set of all test execution slices obtained by a test suite TS by
TESTS . In [13], we provided a detailed discussion on how the
static backward slices (i.e., static slice(o)) and test execution
slices (i.e., testc,o) can be computed for Simulink models.
For example, suppose we seed a fault into the model
example in Figure 1. Specifically, we change the constant value
used by the gain block (pRatio) from 0.65 to 0.5, i.e., the
input of pRatio is multiplied by 0.5 instead of 0.65. Table I
shows the list of blocks in this model and eight test execution
slices obtained from running four test cases (i.e., tc1 to tc4 )
on this model. In this example, each test case generates two
execution slices (one for each model output). We specify the
blocks that are included in each test execution slice using a
X. The last row of Table I shows whether each individual test
execution slice passes (P) or fails (F).
After obtaining the test execution slices, we use a well-
known statistical ranking formula, i.e. Tarantula [6], [24],
to rank the Simulink blocks. Note that our comparison [13]
of alternative statistical formulas applied to Simulink models
revealed no significant difference among these formulas and
Tarantula. Let b be a model block, and let passed(b) and
failed(b), respectively, be the number of passing and failing
execution slices that execute b. Let totalpassed and totalfailed
represent the total number of passing and failing execution
slices, respectively. Below is the Tarantula formula for com-
puting the suspiciousness score of b:
Score(b) =
failed(b)
totalfailed
failed(b)
totalfailed+
passed(b)
totalpassed
Having computed the scores, we now rank the blocks based
on these scores. The ranking is done by putting the blocks
with the same suspiciousness score in the same rank group.
For each rank group, we assign a “min rank” and a “max
rank”. The min (respectively, max) rank indicates the least
(respectively, the greatest) numbers of blocks that need to be
inspected if the faulty block happens to be in this group. For
example, Table I shows the scores and the rank groups for our
example in Figure 1. Based on this table, engineers may need
to inspect at least one block and at most nine blocks in order
to locate the faulty block pRatio.
III. TEST GENERATION FOR FAULT LOCALIZATION
In this section, we present our approach to improve statis-
tical debugging for Simulink by generating a small number
of test cases. Our test generation aims to improve statistical
ranking results by maximizing diversity among test cases. An
overview of our approach is illustrated by the algorithm in
Figure 2. As the algorithm shows, our approach uses two
subroutines TESTGENERATION and STOPTESTGENERATION
to improve the standard fault localization based on statis-
tical debugging (STATISTICALDEBUGGING). Engineers start
with an initial test suite TS to localize faults in Simulink
models (Lines 1-2). Since STATISTICALDEBUGGING requires
pass/fail information about individual test cases, engineers are
expected to have developed test oracles for TS . Our approach
then uses subroutine STOPTESTGENERATION to determine
whether adding more test cases to TS can improve the existing
ranking (Line 4). If so, then our approach generates a num-
ber of new test cases newTS using the TESTGENERATION
subroutine (Line 6). The number of generated test cases (i.e.,
k) is determined by engineers. The new test cases are then
passed to the standard statistical debugging to generate a new
statistical ranking. Note that this requires engineers to develop
test oracle information for the new test cases (i.e., test cases
in newTS ). The iterative process continues until a number
of test generation rounds as specified by the input round
variable are performed, or the STOPTESTGENERATION sub-
routine decides to stop the test generation process. We present
subroutines TESTGENERATION and STOPTESTGENERATION
in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively.
A. Search-based Test Generation
We use search-based techniques [25] to generate test cases
that improve statistical debugging results. To guide the search
SIMULINKFAULTLOCALIZATION()
Input: - TS : An initial test suite
- M : A Simulink model
- round : The number of test generation rounds
- k : The number of new test cases per round
Output: rankList : A statistical debugging ranking
1. rankList ,TESTS ← STATISTICALDEBUGGING(M,TS )
2. initialList ← rankList
3. for r ← 0, 1, . . . , round − 1 do
4. if STOPTESTGENERATION(round , M , initialList , rankList) then
5. break for -Loop
6. newTS ← TESTGENERATION(TESTS ,M, k)
7. TS ← TS ∪ newTS
8. rankList ,TESTS ← STATISTICALDEBUGGING(M,TS )
9. end
10. return rankList
Fig. 2: Overview of our Simulink fault localization approach.
algorithm, we define fitness functions that aim to increase
diversity of test cases. Our intuition is that diversified test
cases are likely to execute varying subsets of Simulink model
blocks. As a result, Simulink blocks are likely to take different
scores, and hence, the resulting rank groups in the statistical
ranking are likely to be smaller. In this section, we first present
the fitness functions that are used to guide test generation,
and then, we discuss the search-based test generation algo-
rithm. We describe three different alternative fitness functions
referred to as coverage dissimilarity, coverage density and
number of dynamic basic blocks. Coverage dissimilarity has
previously been used for test prioritization [21], and is used in
this paper for the first time to improve fault localization. The
two other alternatives, i.e., coverage density [15] and number
of dynamic basic blocks [16], have been previously used to
improve source code fault localization.
Coverage Dissimilarity. Coverage dissimilarity aims to in-
crease diversity between test execution slices generated by test
cases. We use a set-based distance metric known as Jaccard
distance [26] to define coverage dissimilarity. Given a pair
testc,o and testc′,o′ of test execution slices, we denote their
dissimilarity as d(testc,o, testc′,o′) and define it as follows:
d(testc,o, testc′,o′) = 1− |testc,o∩testc′,o′ ||testc,o∪testc′,o′ |
The coverage dissimilarity fitness function, denoted by
fitDis, is the average of pairwise dissimilarities between every
pair of test execution slices in TESTS . Specifically,
fitDis(TS ) =
2×∑testc,o,testc′,o′∈TESTS d(testc,o,testc′,o′ )
|TESTS |×(|TESTS |−1)
The larger the value of fitDis(TS ), the larger the dissimilar-
ity among test execution slices generated by TS . For example,
the dissimilarity between test execution slices test1,TOut and
test2,TOut in Table I is 0.44. Also, for that example, the
average pairwise dissimilarities fitDis(TS ) is 0.71.
Coverage Density. Campos et al [15] argue that the accuracy
of statistical fault localization relies on the density of test
coverage results. They compute the test coverage density as the
average percentage of components covered by test cases over
the total number of components in the underlying program. We
adapt this computation to Simulink, and compute the coverage
density of a test suite TS , denoted by p(TS ), as follows:
p(TS ) = 1|TESTS |
∑
testc,o∈TESTS
|testc,o|
|static slice(o)|
That is, our adaptation of coverage density to Simulink
computes, for every output o, the average size of test execution
slices related to o over the static backward slice of o. Note that
a test execution slice related to output o is always a subset of
the static backward slice of o. Low values of p(TS ) (i.e.,
close to zero) indicate that test cases cover small parts of the
underlying model, and high values (i.e., close to one) indicate
that test cases tend to cover most parts of the model. According
to Campos et al [15], a test suite whose coverage density
is equal to 0.5 (i.e., neither low nor high) is more capable
of generating accurate statistical ranking results. Similar to
Campos et al [15], we define the coverage density fitness
function as fitDens(TS ) = |0.5−p(TS )| and aim to minimize
fitDens(TS ) to obtain more accurate ranking results.
Number of Dynamic Basic Blocks. Given a test suite TS for
fault localization, a Dynamic Basic Block (DBB) [16] is a
subset of program statements such that for every test case
tc ∈ TS , all the statements in DBB are either all executed
together by tc or none of them is executed by tc. According
to [16], a test suite that can partition the set of statements of the
program under analysis into a large number of dynamic basic
blocks is likely to be more effective for statistical debugging.
In our work, we (re)define the notion of DBB for Simulink
models based on test execution slices. Formally, a set DBB is
a dynamic basic block iff DBB ⊆ Nodes and for every test
execution slice tes ∈ TESTS , we have either DBB ⊆ tes or
DBB ∩ tes = ∅. For a given set TESTS of test execution
slices obtained by test suite TS , we can partition the set
Nodes of Simulink model blocks into a number of disjoint
dynamic basic blocks DBB1, . . . ,DBB l. Our third fitness
function, which is defined based on dynamic basic blocks
and is denoted by fitdbb(TS ), is defined as the number of
dynamic basic blocks produced by a given test suite TS ,
i.e., fitdbb(TS ) = l. The larger the number dynamic basic
blocks, the better the quality of a test suite TS for statistical
debugging. For example, the test suite in Table I partitions
the model blocks in Figure 1 into six DBBs. An example
DBB for that model includes the following blocks: CalcT,
TScaler,IncrT, T_C2K, 0 C.
Test generation algorithm. Having defined the fitness func-
tions, we now define our search-based test generation al-
gorithm (i.e. TESTGENERATION in Figure 2). The TEST-
GENERATION algorithm is shown in Figure 3 and generates
new test cases based on any of our three fitness functions.
The algorithm adapts a single-state search optimizer [25]. In
particular, it builds on the Hill-Climbing with Random Restarts
(HCRR) algorithm [25]. We chose to build on HCRR because,
in our previous work on testing Simulink models [27], HCRR
was able to produce the best optimized test cases among
other single-state optimization algorithms. Computation of all
the three fitnesses we described earlier rely on test execution
slices. To obtain test execution slices, we need to execute test
cases on Simulink models. This makes our fitness computation
expensive. Hence, in this paper, we rely on single-state search
optimizers as opposed to population-based search techniques.
Algorithm. TESTGENERATION
Input: - TESTS : The set of test execution slices
- M : The Simulink model
- k: The number of new test cases
Output: newTS : A set of new test cases
1. TS curr ← Generate k test cases tc1, . . . , tck (randomly)
2. TES curr ← Generate the union of the test execution slices of
the k test cases in TS curr
3. fitcurr ← ComputeFitness (TES curr ∪ TESTS ,M)
4. fitbest ← fitcurr ; TS best ← TS curr
5. repeat
6. while (time != restartTime )
7. TSnew ← Mutate the k test cases in TS curr
8. TESnew ← Generate the union of the test execution slices of
the k test cases in TSnew
9. fitnew ← ComputeFitness (TESnew ∪ TESTS ,M)
10. if (fitnew is better than fitcurr )
11. fitcurr ← fitnew ; TS curr ← TSnew
12. end
13. if (fitcurr is better than fitbest )
14. fitbest ← fitcurr ; TS best ← TS curr
15. TS curr ← Generate k test cases tc1, . . . , tck (randomly)
16. until the time budget is reached
17. return TS best
Fig. 3: Test case generation algorithm.
The algorithm in Figure 3 receives as input the existing set
of test execution slices TESTS , a Simulink model M , and
the number of new test cases that need to be generated (k).
The output is a test suite (newTS ) of k new test cases. The
algorithm starts by generating an initial randomly generated
set of k test cases TS curr (Line 1). Then, it computes the
fitness of TS curr (Line 3) and sets TS curr as the current
best solution (Line 4). The algorithm then searches for a
best solution through two nested loops: (1) The internal loop
(Lines 6 to 12). This loop tries to find an optimized solution
by locally tweaking the existing solution. That is, the search
in the inner loop is exploitative. The mutation operator in
the inner loop generates a new test suite by tweaking the
individual test cases in the current test suite and is similar
to the tweak operator used in our earlier work [28]. (2) The
external loop (Lines 5 to 16). This loop tries to find an
optimized solution through random search. That is, the search
in the outer loop is explorative. More precisely, the algorithm
combines an exploitative search with an explorative search.
After performing an exploitative search for a given amount of
time (i.e., restartTime), it restarts the search and moves to a
randomly selected point (Line 15) and resumes the exploitative
search from the new randomly selected point. The algorithm
stops after it reaches a given time budget (Line 15).
We discuss two important points about our test generation
algorithm: (1) Each candidate solution in our search algorithm
is a test suite of size k. This is similar to the approach
taken in the whole test suite generation algorithm proposed
by Fraser and Arcuri in [22]. The reason we use a whole
test suite generation algorithm instead of generating test cases
individually is that computing fitnesses for one test case
and for several test cases takes almost the same amount of
time. This is because, in our work, the most time consuming
operation is to load a Simulink model. Once the model is
loaded, the time required to run several test cases versus
one test case is not very different. Hence, we decided to
generate and mutate the k test cases at the same time. (2) Our
algorithm does not require test oracles to generate new test
cases. Note that computing fitDis and fitdbb only requires test
execution slices without any pass/fail information. To compute
fitDens , in addition to test execution slices, we need static
backward slices that can be obtained from Simulink models.
Test oracle information for the k new test cases is only needed
after test generation in subroutine STATISTICALDEBUGGING
(see Figure 2) when a new statistical ranking is computed.
In the next section, we discuss the STOPTESTGENERATION
subroutine (see Figure 2) that allows us to stop test generation
before performing all the test generation rounds when we can
predict situations where test generation is unlikely to improve
the fault localization.
B. Stopping Test Generation
As noted in the literature [15], adding test cases does not
always improve statistical debugging results. Given that in our
context test oracles are expensive, we provide a strategy to stop
test generation when adding new test cases is unlikely to bring
about noticeable improvements in the fault localization results.
Our STOPTESTGENERATION subroutine is shown in Figure 4.
It has two main parts: In the first part (Lines 1–6), it tries to
determine if the decision about stopping test generation can be
made only based on the characteristics of newList (i.e., the
latest generated ranked list) and static analysis of Simulink
models. For this purpose, it computes Simulink super blocks
and compares the top ranked groups of newList with Simulink
super blocks. In the second part (Lines 7-10), our algorithm
relies on a predictor model to make a decision about further
rounds of test generation. We build the predictor model using
supervised learning techniques (i.e., decision trees [23]) based
on the following three features: (1) the current test generation
round, (2) the SetDistance between the latest ranked list and
the initial ranked list, and (3) the OrderingDistance between
the latest ranked list and the initial ranked list. Below, we
first introduce Simulink super blocks. We will then introduce
SetDistance and the OrderingDistance that are used as input
features for our predictor model. After that, we describe how
we build and use our decision tree predictor model.
Super blocks. Given a Simulink model M =
(Nodes,Links, Inputs,Outputs), we define a super block as
the largest set B ⊆ Nodes of (atomic) Simulink blocks such
that for every test case tc and every output o ∈ Outputs , we
have either B ⊆ testc,o or B ∩ testc,o = ∅. The definition
of super block is very similar to the definition of dynamic
basic blocks (DBB) discussed in Section III-A. The only
difference is that dynamic basic blocks are defined with
respect to the test execution slices generated by a given
test suite, while super blocks are defined with respect to
test execution slices that can be generated by any potential
test case. Hence, dynamic basic blocks can be computed
dynamically based on test execution slices obtained by the
current test suite, whereas super blocks are computed by
static analysis of the structure of Simulink models. In order
STOPTESTGENERATION()
Input: - r : The index of the latest test generation round
- M : The underlying Simulink model
- initialList : A ranked list obtained using an initial test suite
- newList : A ranked list obtained at round r after some
test cases are added to the initial test suite
Output: result : Test generation should be stopped if result is true
1. Let rg1, . . . , rgN be the top N rank groups in newList
2. Identify Simuilnk superblocks B1, . . . , Bm in the set rg1 ∪ . . . ∪ rgN
3. if for every rg i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) there is a Bj (1 ≤ j ≤ m) s.t. rg i = Bj then
4. return true
5. if r = 0 then
6. return false
7. m1 = ComputeSetDistance(initialList, newList)
8. m2 = ComputeOrderingDistance(initialList, newList)
9. result = Prediction(m1, m2, r)
10. return result
Fig. 4: The STOPTESTGENERATION subroutine used in our
approach (see Figure 2).
to compute super blocks, we identify conditional (control)
blocks in the given Simulink model. Each conditional block
has an incoming control link and a number of incoming data
links. Corresponding to each conditional block, we create
some branches by matching each incoming data link with
the conditional branch link. We then remove the conditional
block and replace it with the new branches. This allows us
to obtain a behaviorally equivalent Simulink model with no
conditional blocks. We further remove parallel branches by
replacing them with their equivalent sequential linearizations.
We then use the resulting Simulink model to partition the set
Nodes into a number of disjoint super blocks B1, . . . , Bl.
We briefly discuss the important characteristics of super
blocks. Let rankList be a ranked list obtained based on
statistical debugging, and let rg be a ranked group in rankList .
Note that rg is a set as the elements inside a ranked group
are not ordered. For any super block B, if B ∩ rg 6= ∅ then
B ⊆ rg . That is, the blocks inside a super block always appear
in the same ranked group, and cannot be divided into two or
more ranked groups. Furthermore, if rg = B, we can conclude
that the ranked group rg cannot be decomposed into smaller
ranked groups by adding more test cases to the test suite used
for statistical debugging.
Features for building our predictor model. We describe
the three features used in our predictor models. The first
feature is the test generation round. As shown in Figure 2,
we generate test cases in a number of consecutive rounds.
Intuitively, adding test cases at the earlier rounds is likely
to improve statistical debugging more compared to the later
rounds. Our second and third features (i.e., SetDistance and
OrderingDistance) are similarity metrics comparing the latest
generated rankings (at the current round) and the initial
rankings. These two metrics are formally defined below.
Let initialList be the ranking generated using an initial
test suite, and let newList be the latest generated ranking.
Let rgnew1 , . . . , rg
new
m be the ranked groups in newList, and
rg initial1 , . . . , rg
initial
m′ be the ranked groups in initialList. Our
SetDistance feature computes the dissimilarity between the
top-N ranked groups of initialList and newList using the
intersection metric [29]. We focus on comparing the top N
Round 
SetDistance 
OrderingDistance 
SetDistance 
!=R1 =R1 
<0.079 >=0.079 
SetDistance 
Stop 
Continue/Stop 
43%/57% 
Stop 
Continue/Stop 
3%/97% 
<0.036 >=0.036 
<0.36 
<0.48 >=0.48 
Continue 
Continue/Stop 
72%/28% 
Stop 
Continue/Stop 
19%/81% 
… 
>=0.36 
… 
Fig. 5: A snapshot example of a decision tree.
ranked groups because, in practice, the top ranked groups are
primarily inspected by engineers. We compute the SetDistance
based on the average of the overlap between the top-N
ranked groups of the two ranked lists. Formally, we define
the SetDistance between initialList and newList as follows.
IM (initialList ,newList) = 1N
∑N
k=1
|{⋃ki=1 rg initiali }∩{⋃ki=1 rgnewi }|
|{⋃ki=1 rg initiali }∪{⋃ki=1 rgnewi }|
SetDistance(initialList ,newList)=1− IM (initialList ,newList)
The larger the SetDistance , the more differences exist
between the top-N ranked groups of initialList and newList .
Our third feature is OrderingDistance. Similar to SetDis-
tance, the OrderingDistance feature also attempts to com-
pute the dissimilarity between the top-N ranked groups of
initialList and newList . However, in contrast to SetDistance,
OrderingDistance focuses on identifying changes in pairwise
orderings of blocks in the rankings. In particular, we define
OrderingDistance based on Kendall Tau Distance [30] that is
a well-known measure for such comparisons. This measure
computes the dissimilarity between two rankings by counting
the number of discordant pairs between the rankings. A
pair b and b′ is discordant if b is ranked higher than b′ in
newList (respectively, in initialList), but not in initialList
(respectively, in newList). In our work, in order to define the
OrderingDistance metric, we first create two sets initialL and
newL based on initialList and newList , respectively: initialL
is the same as initialList except that all the blocks that do not
appear in the top-N ranked groups of neither initialList nor
newList are removed. Similarly, newL is the same as newList
except that all the blocks that do not appear in the top-N
ranked groups of neither newList nor initialList are removed.
Note that newL and initialL have the same number blocks.
We then define the OrderingDistance metric as follows:
OrderingDistance(newL, initialL) = # of Discordant Pairs(|newL|×(|newL|−1))/2
The larger the OrderingDistance, the more differences exist
between the top-N ranked groups of initialList and newList .
Prediction model. Our prediction model builds on an
intuition that by comparing statistical rankings obtained at the
current and previous rounds of test generation, we may be
able to predict whether further rounds of test generation are
useful or not. We build a prediction model based on the three
features discussed above (i.e., the current round, SetDistance,
OrderingDistance). We use supervised learning methods, and
in particular, decision trees [23]. The prediction model returns
a binary answer indicating whether the test generation should
stop or not. To build the prediction model, we use historical
data consisting of statistical rankings obtained during a
number of test generation rounds and fault localization
accuracy results corresponding to the statistical rankings.
When such historical data is not available the prediction model
always recommends that test generation should be continued.
After applying our approach (Figure 2) for a number of
rounds, we gradually obtain the data that allows us to build
a more effective prediction model that can recommend to
stop test generation as well. Specifically, suppose rankList
is a ranking obtained at round r of our approach (Figure 2),
and suppose initList is a ranking obtained initially before
generating test cases (Figure 2). The accuracy of fault
localization for rankList is the maximum number of blocks
inspected to find a fault when engineers use rankList for
inspection. To build our decision tree, for each rankList
computed by our approach in Figure 2, we obtain the triple
I = (r,SetDistance(initList , rankList),OrderingDistance(initList , rankList)).
We then compute the maximum fault localization accuracy
improvement that we can achieve if we proceed with
test generation from round r (the current round) until
the last round of our algorithm in Figure 2. We denote
the maximum fault localization accuracy improvement by
Max ACC r(rankList). We then label the triple I with
Continue, indicating that test generation should continue,
if Max ACC r(rankList) is more than a threshold (THR);
and with Stop, indicating that test generation should
stop, if Max ACC r(rankList) is less than the threshold
(THR). Note that THR indicates the minimum accuracy
improvements that engineers expect to obtain to be willing to
undergo the overhead of generating new test cases.
Having obtained triples I labelled with Stop or
Continue, we build our decision tree model (prediction
model). Decision trees are composed of leaf nodes, which
represent partitions, and non-leaf nodes, which represent de-
cision variables. A decision tree model is built by partitioning
the set of input triples in a stepwise manner aiming to create
partitions with increasingly more homogeneous labels (i.e.,
partitions in which the majority of triples are labelled either by
Stop or by Continue). The larger the difference between
the number of triples with Stop and Continue in a partition,
the more homogeneous that partition is. Decision variables
(i.e., non-leaf node) in our decision tree model represent
logical conditions on the input features (i.e., r, SetDistance, or
OrderingDistance). Figure 5 shows a fragment of our decision
tree model. For example, the model shows, among the triples
satisfying r = R1 and SetDistance < 0.36 conditions, 81%
are labelled with Stop and 19% are labelled with Continue.
We stop splitting partitions in our decision tree model if
the number of triples in the partitions is smaller than α, or the
percentage of the number of triples in the partitions with the
same label is higher than β. In this work, we set α to 50 and
β to 95%, i.e., we do not split a partition whose size is less
than 50, or at least 95% of its elements have the same label.
Stop Test Generation Algorithm. The STOPTESTGENER-
ATION() algorithm starts by identifying the super blocks in
newList , the latest generated ranking (Line 2). If it happens
that the top-N ranked groups in newList all comprise a single
super block, then test generation stops (Line 3-4), because such
ranking cannot be further refined by test generation. If we are
in the first round (i.e., r = 0), the algorithm returns false,
meaning that test generation should continue. For all other
rounds, we use the decision tree prediction model. Specifically,
we compute the SetDistance and OrderingDistance features
corresponding to newList , and pass these two values as well
as r (i.e., the round) to the prediction model. The prediction
model returns true, indicating that test generation should be
stopped, if the three input features satisfy a sequence of con-
ditions leading to a (leaf) partition where at least 95% of the
elements in that partition are labelled Stop. Otherwise, our
prediction model returns false, indicating that test generation
should be continued. For example, assuming the decision tree
in Figure 5 is our prediction model, we stop test generation
only if we are not in round one, SetDistance is greater than
or equal to 0.079, and OrderingDistance is less than 0.036.
This is because, in Figure 5, these conditions lead to the leaf
partition with 97% stop-labelled elements.
IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
A. Research Questions
RQ1. [Evaluating and comparing different test genera-
tion fitness heuristics] How is the fault localization accuracy
impacted when we apply our search-based test generation
algorithm in Figure 3 with our three selected fitness functions
(i.e., coverage dissimilarity (fDis ), coverage density (fDens ),
and number of dynamic basic blocks (fdbb))? We report the
fault localization accuracy of a ranking generated by an initial
test suite compared to that of a ranking generated by a test
suite extended using our algorithm in Figure 3 with a small
number of test cases. We further compare the fault localization
accuracy improvement when we use our three alternative
fitness functions, and when we use a random test generation
strategy not guided by any of these fitness functions.
RQ2. [Evaluating impact of adding test cases] How
does the fault localization accuracy change when we apply
our search-based test generation algorithm in Figure 3? We
note that adding test cases does not always improve the fault
localization accuracy [15]. With this question, we investigate
how often fault localization accuracy improves after adding
test cases. In particular, we apply our approach in Figure 2
without calling the STOPTESTGENERATION subroutine, and
identify how often subsequent rounds of test generation do not
lead to fault localization accuracy improvement.
RQ3. [Effectiveness of our STOPTESTGENERATION
subroutine] Does our STOPTESTGENERATION subroutine
help stop generating additional test cases when they do
not improve the fault localization accuracy? We investigate
whether the predictor model used in the STOPTESTGENER-
ATION subroutine can stop test generation when adding test
cases is unlikely to improve the fault localization accuracy, or
when the improvement that the test cases bring about is small
compared to the effort required to develop their test oracles.
B. Experiment Settings
In this section, we describe the industrial subjects, test suites
and test oracles used in our experiments.
Industrial Subjects. In our experiment, we use three
Simulink models referred to as MA, MZ and MGL, and
developed by Delphi Automotive [31]. Table II shows the
number of subsystems, atomic blocks, links, and inputs and
outputs of each model. Note that the models that we chose
are representative in terms of size and complexity among the
Simulink models developed at Delphi. Further, these models
include about ten times more blocks than the publicly available
Simulink models from the Mathworks model repository [32].
TABLE II: Key information about industrial subjects.
Model Name #Subsystem #Blocks #Links #Inputs #Outputs #Faulty version
MA 37 680 663 12 8 20
MZ 65 833 806 13 7 20
MGL 33 742 730 19 9 20
We asked a Delphi engineer to seed 20 realistic and typical
faults into each model. We have provided detailed descriptions
of the seeded faults in [33]. In total, we generated 60 faulty
versions (one fault per each faulty version). We ensured that
the faults were of different types and were seeded into different
parts of the models. All experiment data and scripts are
available in [33].
Test Suite and Test Oracles. We generated three initial
test suites (i.e., TS in Figure 2) for MA, MZ and MGL
using Adaptive Random Testing [34]. Adaptive random testing
is a black box and lightweight test generation strategy that
distributes test cases evenly within valid input ranges, and
thus, helps ensure diversity among test cases. Given that in our
work we assume test oracles are manual, we aim to generate
test suites that are not large. However, the test suites should
be large enough to generate a meaningful statistical ranking.
Hence, at least some test cases in the test suite exhibit failures.
In our work, we chose to use initial test suites with size 10.
To enable the full automation of our experiments, we used the
fault-free versions of our industrial subjects as test oracles. On
average, our initial test suites covered 75.5% of the structure
of the faulty models.
Experiment Design. To answer our research questions, we
applied our approach to the faulty versions of our three models,
in total 60 faulty versions. We refer to the test generation
algorithm in Figure 3 as HCRR since it builds on the HCRR
search algorithm. We refer to HCRR when it is used with
fitness functions fDis , fDens and fdbb as HCRR-Dissimilarity,
HCRR-Density and HCRR-DBB, respectively. We set both the
number of new test cases per round (i.e., k in Figure 2), and the
number of rounds (i.e., round in Figure 2) to five. That is, in
total, we generate 25 new test cases by applying our approach.
We applied our three alternative HCRR algorithms to our 60
faulty versions. We ran each HCRR algorithm for 45 minutes
with two restarts. To account for randomness of the search
algorithms, we repeat our experiments for ten times (i.e., ten
trials). Further, to compute input features for our stopping
criteria setting, we set N (in Figure 4) to five. We ran our
experiment on a high performance computing platform [35]
with 2 clusters, 280 nodes, and 3904 cores. Our experiment
were executed on different nodes of a cluster with Intel Xeon
L5640@2.26GHz processor. In total, our experiment (using
a single node 4 cores) required 6750 hours. Most of the
experiment time was used to execute the generated test cases in
Simulink. In total, we generated and executed 129000, 159000,
and 120000 test cases for MA MZ, and MGL, respectively.
C. Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the accuracy of the rankings generated at dif-
ferent rounds of our approach using the following metrics [8],
[9], [24], [36]–[38]: the absolute number of blocks inspected
to find faults, and the proportion of faults localized when
engineers inspect fixed numbers of the top most suspicious
blocks. The former was already discussed for prediction
models in Section III-B. The proportion of faults localized
is the proportion of localized faults over the total number of
faults when engineers inspect a fixed number of the top most
suspicious blocks from a ranking.
D. Experiment Results
RQ1. [Evaluating and comparing different test gen-
eration fitness heuristics] Figure 6 compares the fault lo-
calization results after applying HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Density
and HCRR-Dissimilarity algorithms to generate 25 test cases
(five test cases in five rounds) with the fault localization
results obtained before applying these algorithms (i.e., Initial)
and with the fault localization results obtained after generat-
ing 25 test cases randomly (i.e., Random). In particular, in
Figure 6(a), we compare the distributions of the maximum
number of blocks inspected to locate faults (i.e. accuracy)
in our 60 faulty versions when statistical rankings are gen-
erated based on the initial test suite (i.e. Initial), or after
using HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Density, HCRR-Dissimilarity and
Random test generation to add 25 test cases to the initial
test suite. Each point in Figure 6(a) represents fault localiza-
tion accuracy for one run of one faulty version. According
to Figure 6(a), before applying our approach (i.e., Initial),
engineers on average need to inspect at most 76 blocks to
locate faults. When in addition to the initial test suite, we
use 25 randomly generated test cases, the maximum number
of blocks inspected decreases to, on average, 62 blocks.
Finally, engineers need to inspect, on average, 42.4, 44 and
42.8 blocks if they use the rankings generated by HCRR-
DBB, HCRR-Density and HCRR-Dissimilarity, respectively.
We performed non-parametric pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests to check whether the improvement on the number of
blocks inspected is statistically significant. The results show
that the fault localization accuracy distributions obtained by
HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Density and HCRR-Dissimilarity are sig-
nificantly lower (better) than those obtained by Random and
Initial (with p-value<0.0001).
Similarly, Figure 6(b) shows the proportion of faults lo-
calized when engineers inspect a fixed number of blocks in
the rankings generated by Initial, and after generating 25 test
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Fig. 6: Comparing the number of blocks inspected (a) and the
proportion of faults localized (b) before and after applying
HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Dissimilarity and HCRR-Density, and
with Random test generation (i.e., Random).
cases with HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Density, HCRR-Dissimilarity,
and Random. Specifically, the X-axis shows the number of top
ranked blocks (ranging from 10 to 80), and the Y-axis shows
the proportion of faults among a fixed number of top ranked
blocks in the generated rankings. Note that, in Figure 6(b), the
maximum number of blocks inspected (X-axis) is computed as
an average over ten trials for each faulty version. According
to Figure 6(b), engineers can locate faults in 13 out of 60
(21.67%) faulty versions when they inspect at most 10 blocks
in the rankings generated by any of our techniques i.e.,
HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Density and HCRR-Dissimilarity. How-
ever, when test cases are generated randomly, by inspecting
the top 10 blocks, engineers can locate faults in only 3 out of
60 (5%) faulty versions. As for the rankings generated by the
initial test suite, no faults can be localized by inspecting the
top 10 blocks. Using HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Density and HCRR-
Dissimilarity, on average, engineers can locate 50% of the
faults in the top 25 blocks of each ranking. In contrast, when
engineers use the initial test suite or a random test generation
strategy, in order to find 50% of the faults, they need to inspect,
on average, 50 blocks in each ranking.
In summary, the test cases generated by our approach
are able to help significantly improve the accuracy of fault
localization results. In particular, by adding a small number of
test cases (i.e., only 25 test cases), we are able to reduce the
average number of blocks that engineers need to inspect to find
a fault from 76 to 43 blocks (i.e., 43.4% reduction). Further,
we have shown that the fault localization accuracy results
obtained based on HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Density and HCRR-
Dissimilarity are significantly better than those obtained by a
random test generation strategy. Specifically, with Random test
generation, engineers need to inspect an average of 62 blocks
versus an average of 43 blocks when HCRR-DBB, HCRR-
Density and HCRR-Dissimilarity are used.
RQ2. [Evaluating impact of adding test cases] We
evaluate the fault localization accuracy of the ranking re-
sults obtained at each test generation round. In particular,
we computed the fault localization accuracy of rankings ob-
tained by applying HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Density and HCRR-
Dissimilarity to our 60 faulty versions from round one to
five where at each round five new test cases are generated.
Recall that we have repeated 10 times each application of our
technique to each faulty model. That is, in total, we have 1800
trials (60 faulty versions × 3 algorithms × 10 runs). Among
these 1800 trials, we observed that, as we go from round one
to round five, in 953 cases (i.e., 53%), the fault localization
accuracy improves at every round; in 803 cases (i.e., 44.6%),
the accuracy improves at some (but not all) rounds; and in 44
cases (i.e., 2.4%), the accuracy never improves at any of the
rounds from one to five.
To explain why adding new test cases does not always
improve fault localization accuracy, we investigate the notion
of Coincidentally Correct Test cases (CCT) for Simulink [13].
CCTs are test execution slices that execute faulty blocks but
do not result in failure. We note that as we add new test cases,
the number of CCTs may either stay the same or increase. In
the former case, the fault localization accuracy either stays the
same or improves. However, in the latter case, the accuracy
changes will be unpredictable.
In summary, adding test cases may not always improve
fault localization accuracy. Hence, it is important to have
mechanisms to help engineers stop test generation when it
is unlikely to be beneficial for fault localization.
RQ3. [Effectiveness of our STOPTESTGENERATION
subroutine] In order to generate the prediction model used
in the STOPTESTGENERATION subroutine, we consider all
the statistical ranking results obtained by applying the five
rounds of test generation to the 60 faulty versions as well as
the corresponding accuracy results. We randomly divide the
results into three sets, and use one of these sets to build the
decision tree prediction model (i.e., as a training set). The
other two sets are used to evaluate the decision tree prediction
model (i.e., as test sets). Following a standard cross-validation
procedure, we follow this process three times so that each set is
used as the training set at least once. To build these models, we
set THR = 15 (i.e., the threshold used to determine the Stop
and the Continue labels in Section III-B). That is, engineers
are willing to undergo the overhead of adding new test cases
if the fault localization accuracy is likely to improve by at
least 15 blocks. Figure 7(a) shows the fault localization accu-
racy results (i.e., the maximum number of blocks inspected)
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Fig. 7: The maximum number of blocks inspected and the
number of new test cases added when we applied STOPTEST-
GENERATION on the rankings generated using HCRR-DBB,
HCRR-Density, and HCRR-Dissimilarity based on the predic-
tor models obtained for three different validation sets.
obtained by our three test generation algorithms (HCRR-
DBB, HCRR-Density, and HCRR-Dissimilarity) and when the
STOPTESTGENERATION subroutine is used with the three
decision tree prediction models generated by cross-validation.
These results are shown in columns with With stop label.
Figure 7(a), further, shows the accuracy results obtained by ap-
plying the five rounds without using STOPTESTGENERATION
in columns labelled Without stop. In addition, Figure 7(b)
shows the number of new test cases generated by HCRR-DBB,
HCRR-Density and HCRR-Dissimilarity when we applied the
STOPTESTGENERATION subroutine. Note that we generate 25
test cases in five rounds without STOPTESTGENERATION.
According to Figure 7, we are able to obtain almost the same
fault localization accuracy with considerably fewer number
of new test cases when we use the STOPTESTGENERATION
subroutine compared to when we do not use it. In particular,
on average, when we use the STOPTESTGENERATION sub-
routine, the fault localization accuracies obtained for HCRR-
DBB, HCRR-Dissimilarity and HCRR-Density are 47.3, 47.9
and 50.4, respectively. In contrast, without the STOPTEST-
GENERATION subroutine, the fault localization accuracies
obtained for HCRR-DBB, HCRR-Dissimilarity and HCRR-
Density are 43, 43.4 and 45.1, respectively. We note that these
accuracies are obtained by only generating, on average, 11
test cases for HCRR-DBB, and 12 test cases for both HCRR-
Density and HCRR-Dissimilarity. We have also repeated our
experiments for THR = 10. The results for THR = 10 show
that the average fault localization accuracies improve by one to
two blocks while the number of new test cases also increases
by one or two when compared with the results for THR = 15.
In summary, our approach identifies situations where adding
new test cases does not improve fault localization results.
When engineers use the STOPTESTGENERATION subroutine,
they need to inspect a few more blocks (i.e., around five
blocks), on average, but the number of test cases, and hence
the test oracle cost, reduces by more than half (i.e., 52% to
56% fewer test cases).
V. RELATED WORK
Many test generation techniques have been proposed for dif-
ferent purposes e.g., maximizing program coverage ([22], [39]–
[52]) and revealing faults ([43], [44], [53]–[64]) for programs,
or maximizing structural coverage [65]–[74] and revealing
faults [19], [28], [75]–[83] for Simulink models. Nevertheless,
only a few test generation techniques aim to improve fault
localization accuracy. These techniques specifically focus on
Java/C programs [15]–[17] and on web applications [18]. Our
work aims to improve fault localization accuracy for Simulink
models by extending an existing test suite with a small number
of test cases. This is to ensure applicability of our approach
in situations where test oracles are developed manually or
running test cases is expensive.
One important requirement in our work is that the pass/-
fail information for each candidate test input is not readily
available, and hence, test generation techniques that require
such information to improve fault localization [17], [18] are
not applicable in our case since these techniques are feasible
only when test oracles are automatable. Hence, in our work,
we identify the test generation techniques of [16] and [15]
that satisfy our requirement. Both of these techniques attempt
to generate test cases that execute varying subsets of program
statements. In particular, Baudry et. al. [16] guide test gener-
ation by maximizing the number of Dynamic Basic Blocks
(i.e. program elements that are always executed together),
and Campos et. al. [15] attempt to generate test cases with
a balanced number of long and short structural test coverages.
In our work, we adapt these two test generation algorithms
to Simulink models. In addition, we introduce a new test
generation objective that has previously been used for test
prioritization [21] and use it to improve fault localization
for Simulink models. In contrast to the work of [15], [16],
[21], we assess the capabilities of test generation techniques
in improving Simulink fault localization when the number of
newly generated test cases is small. We, further, combine these
techniques with a predictor model that stops test generation
when new test cases are not likely to help improve fault
localization accuracy.
Le and Lo [84] propose an approach to predict fault localiza-
tion accuracy based on features extracted from statistical rank-
ings generated by a fixed and specific test suite. Our predictor
model instead is built based on features that compare statistical
rankings generated by a test suite and its extensions. Moreover,
our predictor model is used to help stop test generation and to
ensure test suite minimality. Further investigation is required
to assess the effectiveness of the features proposed in [84] as
a test generation stopping criterion.
Xia et al. [85] select a subset of a given test suite such that
the fault localization accuracy achieved by the subset is the
same as the accuracy achieved by the entire test suite. Similar
to our work, they create predictor models based on changes
in rankings as new test cases are added to the underlying test
suite. However, they build a predictor model for each program
element as opposed to our work where we build one predictor
model based on the changes in the top-N ranked groups. As
discussed earlier, since Simulink atomic blocks in the same
super block always have the same rank, creating separate
predictors for each individual atomic blocks is too fine-grained
and redundant. Furthermore, at each round, in order to select
a test case, Xia et al. [85] need to compare the spectra of
the candidate test case with those of all the remaining test
cases. This makes their approach computationally and memory
intensive when the test suite from which test cases are selected
is large. In our work, however, we extend an initial test
suite using a search-based test generation technique guided
by objectives that aim to increase test suite diversity without
any need to compare the spectra of many test cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we improve fault localization accuracy for
Simulink models by extending an existing test suite with a
small number of test cases. The latter requirements is very
important in contexts where running and analyzing test case is
expensive, such as with embedded systems. Our approach has
two components: (1) A search-based test generation algorithm
that aims to increase test suite diversity, and (2) a predictor
model that predicts if additional test cases are likely to help
improve fault localization accuracy. Our work is driven by an
important consideration that in some situations, test oracles
are manual and hence expensive, or running test cases is
expensive. As a result, we assess our test generation technique
for small test suite sizes, and use our predictor models to avoid
generating additional test cases when they cannot lead to sub-
stantial improvement justifying their incurred overhead. Our
results show that our test generation technique significantly
improves the accuracy of fault localization for small test suite
sizes, and further, our prediction model is able to maintain a
similar fault localization accuracy while reducing the average
number of newly generated test cases by more than half.
In future, we intend to study fault localization for evolving
Simulink models. A recent study of industrial Simulink models
indicates a strong co-evolution relation between changes in
models and in their corresponding test suites [86]. We plan
to investigate how such relations can be used to generate
test suites that lead to effective Simulink fault localization,
especially, when models are subject to frequent changes.
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